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whole school after half-term, is beginning to gather momentum
and, with time, it will allow pupils even greater opportunities to
study at home with the support of parents. More significantly,
our older children are already using the ‘Firefly’ platform to
discuss ideas initiated in the classroom, then independently
researched in more depth at home and finally shared with their
learning communities on-line.
Furthermore, our Mathematicians continued to enjoy success

s we close on another busy Autumn Term at Hendon

in the Merchant Taylors’ School Maths Challenge, the Primary

Preparatory School, my mind is drawn to those positive

Maths Challenge and the National Young Mathematicians’

reflections that fill me with pride in the achievements

Award. Public Speaking is equally thriving at Hendon, both in

of our pupils and in the many ways that they are supported

terms of our LAMDA classes and in the highly popular inter-

by a Common Room of dedicated staff. Three areas stand-out

house Debating Competition that has captured the minds of

in particular.

many pupils who have had the opportunity to craft persuasive

Academically, our pupils have responded well to my two half-

arguments to debate in a competitive forum.

termly themes: Challenge and Discovery. It is pleasing to note

Secondly, the well-being of all our pupils remains a key area

that more and more children are developing the skills necessary

of focus at Hendon Prep. I am delighted that this term’s

to become independent learners. The introduction of our new

Safeguarding audit coupled with the results of the ‘Voice of

Virtual Learning Environment called ‘Firefly’, launched to the

the Student’ survey highlighted that we have an excellent
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culture of pastoral care at School. Alongside, the many positive

St Mary’s Church, Hendon. These important enrichment

recommendations that come from the pupils themselves, via

activities are not only key for individual character development

their School Council representatives, we launched, this term,

but also for inspiring our community to recognise that these are

our new Peer Mentoring scheme, utilising the many skills of our

all hallmarks of a great education.

senior pupils in Years 6 – 8. Our ambition is always to promote

I hope you will enjoy reading all the articles and reports of our

values and characteristics that will enhance the many good

busy school in our Termly review, and share with me, my pride in

qualities that our children already possess, so to enable our

this very special place that is Hendon Prep.

pupils to grow into successful adults. Of equal importance, we
are ambitious to cultivate a global awareness in our pupils that
is linked to charitable service. I am delighted that all four Houses
have engaged in much positive work in this regard encouraged
by staff. I would also like to thank the many supporters of our
Parent Guild, HPPG, for their marvellous philanthropic work.
In particular for supporting the Macmillan Coffee Morning,
Jeans for Genes Day and Save the Children charities.

Mark Lloyd-Williams
Headmaster

Finally, I want to acknowledge all the wonderful effort that
our pupils put into the dramatic arts, sports and musical
events throughout the academic term, especially the PrePrep Christmas concert and the end-of-term Carol Service at
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New For Autumn:

Peer
Mentoring
The introduction of Pupil Progress Reports
allows staff to monitor each pupil’s progress
in key developmental and curriculum areas.
For pupils in our Pre-School and Reception
we have identified key EYFS (Early Years
Foundation Stage) developmental areas
to report on. For children in Years 1 – 8,
we have focused on: English, Mathematics
and Science.

The Autumn Term also saw the launch
of our new Peer Mentoring Scheme.
Selected pupils from Years 6, 7 and 8
attended a workshop, presented by the
Head of North London Grammar School,
Mr Gokce Hakan, on peer mentoring
and communications skills. Following
this training session each Mentor was
assigned a class to support. The scheme
aims to promote the ideas of leadership
and responsibility for the older children
and give younger pupils in the school an
extra buddy to talk to.

The introduction of the Pupil Progress
Reports will enable parents and teachers to
work more closely to support a child in their
learning journey.

Introducing

Pupil Progress Reports
In line with the school’s ambition to inform
parents more routinely about their child’s
academic progress, the autumn term saw
the introduction of new half termly Pupil
Progress Reports. These reports give a quick
and effective ‘snap-shot’ of a child’s progress
over a five or six week period following the
start of each new Term. The aim is not to give
a full account of a pupil’s progress, as that will
be achieved either by a Parents’ Consultation
Evenings or in the Full Report given at the
close of the academic term in December
and July.

All change in

Pre-School
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Our Pre-School (formerly Nursery) started the new academic year with a new name, a
lovely new Early Years Leader, Mrs Walker, a new classroom layout and a dynamic new
curriculum which now includes; tennis, French, ICT, Forest School, classics, dance and art
PLUS daily lessons in maths, literacy and pre-reading . The children are simply
loving their new busy schedule; as are the parents who collect exhausted but
happy children at the end of the day!

FireFly

Hendon Prep moved into the digital era
this term with the launch of our very own
Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), Firefly.
Launched in September parents, teachers
and senior pupils are already seeing the
benefit of enhanced communication. And in
the Pre Prep, teachers are finding Firefly an
excellent way to give parents a better insight
into school life. We’re not finished yet though,
Firefly is constantly evolving so keep checking
back for new features and resources – and
look out for the new Firefly App – which
will make school / home communication
even easier.

If you haven’t already signed up please see the
School office for further details.

Adventures:
Excited year 4-6 girls entered the forest area of the playground to
participate in a forest school session. Led by two teachers from
Downe House School, the girls were set a challenge to build a shelter
that would keep one person alive in a particular climate. There were
four groups and each one was given a graph depicting a different
climate. Each group set to work on interpreting their graphs, they
needed to work out what the lowest temperature was and how
much rain that area experienced. Climates ranged from the Artic
to a desert.
Once they had determined their climate the girls thought about what
materials they would need to create their shelter and using materials
such as bamboo, bashers, rope and boxes they started building their
structures.
If at first you don’t succeed try and try again and that’s exactly what
the girls did. One group even made their shelter three times before
deciding on their final one. The girls thought carefully about how their
shelter would keep the rain out, how it would keep them warm or how
to remain cool in the heat.
The final task was to choose appropriate clothing for their climate.
Different types of coats, hats and trousers were put on by the
youngest member of the team. Each team explained to the rest of the
group why they built the shelter the way they did and what clothes
they had chosen.
The girls were then shown what shelters are normally built in those
climates and compared them to their own. Everyone was so pleased
with their efforts and excited by all the new skills they had learnt.

‘‘
‘‘

‘‘
‘‘

Forest School

Today was absolutely
fantastic. I am speechless.
I can’t believe how much
fun I had. I am really lucky
that I took part. This was
a great experience.

I loved today working with
different age groups trying to
co-operate. It was a brilliant
experience that I will never
forget. I recommend it to
anyone and everyone.
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Presentation

Skills

The finalists presented their talks during a
special assembly to the rest of the school
and invited parents. All of the finalists should
feel very proud of their performance and
this year we enjoyed a fantastic variety of
subjects including jet skiing, baking cupcakes
and going to the gym with mum!
The standard was incredibly high and the
judges had a very tough job to do. However in
the end they had to make a decision and the
winners were; Saachi in Pre Prep who gave
a vivid account of how she enjoyed learning
about history, in particular Henry VIII and the
fate of his wives, and Lin Mei in Senior Prep,
A big thank you also to Kian who entertained
the audience with his wonderful guitar
playing whilst the judges deliberated.

Delivering a presentation or talking in front
of an audience can be daunting for most
adults and so at Hendon Prep we believe that
giving children the skills and encouragement
to do so from a young age is hugely beneficial.
There are many opportunities for our children
stand up in front of an audience, whether that
be in Circle Time in class, taking part in a school
assembly or production or simply presenting
some of their work to their classmates.

Hendon Prep’s annual ‘Topic Talks’ also give
our children the opportunity to talk in-front
of a wider audience. During the autumn term
children, from Year 1 upwards, are asked
to write a 1 minute speech on the subject
of ‘Something I like to do’, which they then
present to the rest of their House. From
these talks 2 Juniors and 2 Seniors are
selected from each House to go through to
the finals.

Harvest Festival

Harvest festival is one of the oldest and most traditional British festivals. With its routes
in Pagan Britain, today’s church celebrations began in Victorian Times when the Reverend
Stephen Hawker invited his parishioners to a special harvest thanksgiving service at the
church in Morwenstow, Cornwall in 1843.

In order to give the children a more regular
platform to develop and practice their
presentation skills, the autumn term also
saw the launch of our popular new Debating
Club, run by Miss Miller. During the term
the Debating Club held an inter-house
competition, which ran every Wednesday
lunchtime. Speakers from Year 4 and
upwards were invited to argue for and
against motions such as ‘Sugary snacks
should be illegal for those under the age
of 15’. The quality of the debates and the
speakers improved week on week and we
had some outstanding individuals compete
for their House. The final took place between
Tenterden and Brinsdale, who debated the
motion ‘Social media does more harm than
good’. It was a fantastic debate with strong
arguments put forward by both sides; but in
the end it was Brinsdale who were victorious,
successfully arguing against the motion.

The Harvest Festival is an opportunity to reflect and be thankful for what we have and to
share with others who are not so fortunate. At Hendon Prep we celebrate Harvest Festival
by inviting our parents to attend a special assembly. This year the assembly was led by the
Reverend Father Gwyn Clement from St Mary’s Church in Hendon. The children, from
Reception upwards, sang beautifully and Father Gwyn talked to the children and parents
about the festival and its significance.
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As usual our Hendon Prep families were incredibly generous with their Harvest Festival
food donations and we would like to say a huge thank you to everyone who gave their
children something to donate, which the Year 8 boys delivered to the charity
‘Homeless Action in Barnet’.

Well done to all speakers though, Ansh and
Michelle for Brinsdale and Lin Mei and Ami
for Tenterden.

Halloween

The beginning of the second half of the term
was marked with some spooky Halloween
celebrations which began with the hugely
popular, annual pumpkin carving competition.
The fabulous creations appeared in the front
garden during the course of the first two
days after half term and were judged by Mr
Lloyd-Williams on Tuesday 31st October. The
standard was very high this year, which made
the role of judging the winners extremely
difficult, however Mr Lloyd-Williams did
manage to select the following winners:
Rayyan - 2R Owais - PS

Natasha – 3G

Ewan – 5D

Marine 5D

Samal – 4S

The Halloween celebrations continued with the HPPG Halloween
Parties which included games, challenges, monsters, witches and
other scary creatures!
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Flatford Mill
The boys in Year 7 and 8 enjoyed a residential trip in November to
support their Common Entrance course work in Geography.

The group stayed at Valley Farm on the Flatford Mill site, which is also
the site of Willy Lott’s house, the house made famous by the artist
John Constable, who featured it in his painting ‘The Hay Wain’,
completed in 1821 (you can see the original painting at the National
Gallery in Trafalgar Square, London).
Part of the Valley Farm building dates back to the early 14th Century
however, fortunately for the pupils, (and teachers!) the building has
been updated for the 21st Century with the addition of heating
and plumbing.

‘‘

To enhance their study of the Norman period of English history, the
boys started their trip with a visit to Colchester Castle, with its origins
in Roman history. They were fascinated with many of the original
artefacts displayed and etchings scratched in the walls, dating back to
the 12th century.

On the second day, to
complete their field study
based on Coastal Erosion,
the boys then moved
onto Walton on the Naze
in Essex (‘naze’ being the old Saxon word for nose as, before the rapid
erosion of the last 700 years, this area resembled the slope of a nose).
The pupils used sophisticated surveying equipment to learn about
physical geography in a very practical way.
One of the highlights of the trip for everyone was on the final night
when they took a night walk through the forest surrounding Flatford
Mill. There were no torches so everyone had to rely on sight and hearing
to make their way as they walked through the forest linking arms and
shoulders as they did so. It is residential trips such as these that can
really enhance a child’s learning by putting theory into practice – all of
the boys, and Mr May and Mr Ortiz, thoroughly enjoyed this trip.

I learned a lot about beaches and how we can help
in managing the natural beauty of it. The night
walk was a bit scary but fun.
Aman, Year 7
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Exam Prep:
The Autumn Term is always a very
busy one for Year 6 pupils who will be
sitting 11+ entrance examinations
in the New Year.
At Hendon Prep, senior school
preparation begins from the day a new
pupil walks through our door; as we
understand that preparing for the senior
school transition isn’t simply a question of
mastering Maths and English – although
these are obviously important and so our
Year 6 pupils have already had over two
terms of after school Maths
and English prep, in addition to their
weekly lessons!
In the autumn term however we also
give our pupils some extra support for
upcoming school interviews and this
year all of our Year
6-8 pupils were
treated to a series
of workshops from
LAMDA (London
Academy of Music
& Dramatic Art).
By using a range
of activities the
students were given
techniques and ideas
to help them come across confidently in
school interviews. The workshops were
both fun and informative and equipped
the children with tools that will serve
them well for their next academic chapter
and professional life thereafter.

Reception
2018
We have now started the process of
enrolling children for Nursery and
Reception 2018 places. Whilst siblings are
given first consideration for these places
we can only do so if we are aware that you
need a place, therefore if you are looking
for school places in either of these classes
please ask for a Registration form from the
school office ASAP.

Breakfast
club
Children from Reception upwards can join
us for a healthy breakfast in the school
hall from 7.30am. The children are served
a selection of cereals and toast, milk and
water. Once they have eaten they start
their day with some quizzes and news
programmes. A drop in session costs £5
per day however reduced rates are
available for pre-booked sessions
please see the office for more details.
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Visitors

Hendon Prep is an incredibly busy school and we seem to
have a constant stream of visitors to the school who enhance
and extend our children’s learning. The autumn term was
certainly no exception!

Freshwater Theatre
& Dr Ziyad visit Year 2
Year 2 thoroughly enjoyed learning all about Florence Nightingale this term; including learning
about her contribution to nursing and comparing hospital conditions in the past to those of today.
To bring their learning to life Year 2 had a visit from the fabulous Freshwater Theatre Company,
who presented their interactive workshop on the life of Florence Nightingale. This was followed
by a visit form Dr Ziyad who talked to the children about his life as a doctor today in a large
hospital.

The children learned about the importance of hygiene and how Florence Nightingale pioneered
cleanliness in hospitals. The whole class thoroughly enjoyed the experience, especially when they
got to try their hand at being doctors and learnt how to listen to a heartbeat and take a pulse.

Break time
snacks
Freshwater Theatre
visit Year 1

Pupils are allowed to bring in a healthy
snack for morning break however please
remember that the school operates a
very strict no nut policy. If you would
like more information on this please see
the school office.
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Year 1 had a fabulous time when the
Freshwater Theatre Company brought
their Magical Toy Museum into school. The
workshop they took part in complemented
the work the children had been doing in
History this term linked to the topic on Old
and New Toys. The museum curator, Clive,
took Year 1 around the imaginary museum
and the children learned many new facts
along the way.
They learnt all about the history of Teddy
Bears, including the fact that they were

named after Theodore Roosevelt, they looked
at a variety of dolls and moving toys and
then had to try and invent their perfect toy.
The children came up with some fantastic
suggestions including dancing princesses,
space rockets, fast cars and flying unicorns.

Should you require after school care for your children we have our T-Zone service
from 3.30pm until 6pm. You may book on an ad hoc basis for £7.50 per hour or
pre-book in advance to get a reduced rate. Our T-Zone provision is generally held in
the ICT suite, children are supervised at all times and given water and a healthy snack
of fruit. Please see the office for a booking form or further details.

Explore Learning
Nutrition
Workshop:
Four Hendon Prep pupils,
Eliana, Balraj, Swathty and Jai,
took part in the National Young
Mathematician Awards this
term which are run by Explore
Learning who run tuition
classes across the UK. The
team did absolutely brilliantly
and their hard work and
wonderful teamwork earned
them a place in the second
round of the competition.

Following on from the children’s success in the competition we invited Alison and Liam, from
Explore Learning, into school to run some mathematics workshops with Years 3, 5 and 6.

‘‘
‘‘
‘‘
‘‘

Year 3 investigated fractions through an interactive activity called ‘Run your own restaurant’.
Under the guidance of Alison and Liam the children held a survey on favourite pizzas, discussed
quantities of ingredients and looked at measurements.
Year 5 investigated 3D shapes through an
investigation task of creating their own
computer game console. They had to think
about which 3D shape would be best and
why and then design the net.

The school’s caterers, Thomas Franks
came back to Hendon Prep this term to rerun their incredibly successful Nutrition
& Food Tasting Workshops. The focus of
the day was very much on healthy lifestyle
and eating a well-balanced and sensible
diet. Chef Belinda visited each class from
Reception upwards to get the children to
think about how they can make healthy
food choices using age appropriate
interactive games and exercises. The
children also got the chance to make some
delicious smoothies, fun fruit skewers and
interesting veggie shapes.

“It was great fun and I learnt that
fractions can be useful in running a
business.”
Lior

“We were upset to miss Art but happy
when the workshop ended up being a
mixture of Art and Maths.”
Zara

“We could design a rival for the
Xbox 360!”
Temi

In Year 6, they completed a challenge in
groups. The key was to encourage stronger
team work and enhance the children’s ability
to explain their understanding and thought
process.
“It was fun, I liked the teamwork and
how we all worked together. I want to
do it again.”
Aysha

“The maths workshop was fun and
challenging. My team - fortunately
finished the challenge and we were a
good team. I had to explain a few things;
but once everyone understood, we were
on a roll!”
Zara
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Sport

Football Focus
13th November : Lyndhurst House 3 v Hendon U9s 7
Goals: Sauren 1, Ethan 3, Raghav 3
POM: Raghveer
24th November:

Hendon U13s 2 v Lyndhurst House 2
Goals: Omar 2
POM: Shoto

27th November:

Lyndhurst House 6 v Hendon U9s 9
Goals: Suhail 3, Ethan 3, Raghav 2, Sauren 1
POM: Raghav

29th November:

Lyndhurst House 3 v Hendon U11s 1
Goal: Nathan C
POM: Matthew W & Matthew B

1st December:

Hendon U13s 3 v King Alfred 5
Goals: Omar 3
POM: Omar

5th December:

Heathside Prep 7 v Hendon U13s 10
Goals: Omar 4, Ahmed 4, Ansh, Shoto
POM: Ansh

6th December:

Fixture 1: Heathside Prep 3 v Hendon U11s 1
Goal: Todd
Fixture 2: Heathside Prep 3 v Hendon U11s 0
Fixture 3: Heathside Prep 2 v Hendon U11s 1
Goal: Todd
POM: Todd

Charity support
We were delighted to have supported some fabulous charities during
the Autumn term and, as a result of the children’s significant efforts, and
parents’ generous support, managed to raise the following amounts:

Jeans for Genes Day: £285.45
Macmillan Cancer Care Coffee Morning: £190
Save the Children Christmas Jumper day: £130
Brenthurst House, sponsored reading for Noah’s Ark: £332
And finally, Brinsdale House collected 25 sacks of clothes, books and toys
for The British Heart Foundation.

Well done everyone!
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When experimenting with colour, design
and texture the children studied the work of
innovative British artist Andy Goldsworthy;
who uses a seemingly endless range of natural
materials—snow, ice, leaves, bark, rock, clay,
stones, feathers petals, twigs – to create
outdoor sculptures. Before they disappear
Andy records his work by taking magnificent
photos. After looking at some of Andy’s work
the children went outside to create their own
masterpieces using natural materials.

Starting full time school is an exciting time in
a child’s life, but it can also be a daunting one.
Fortunately for the Hendon Prep reception
children Mrs Platt and Mrs Kezunovic
understand what a big step this is for them
and are on hand to help them settle into their
new surroundings and routines quickly and
gently. This year’s class have not only settled
in brilliantly but they have hit the ground
running, in what has been an incredibly
busy term.
To support their communication and
language development and specifically
their understanding of positional language,
focussing on words such as ‘over’, ‘under’,
‘around’; the children started the term
reading the wonderful ‘Rosie’s Walk’. It is a
lovely tale of a hen, Rosie, who takes a walk
around the farmyard completely unaware
that a fox is after her. Despite not noticing
the fox Rosie manages to lead him into one
accident after another. The children loved
listening to the story and afterwards they
retold it themselves by creating a 3D map
and using small word materials.

One of the
children’s favourite
projects this term
was studying the
solar system. The
children were
fascinated with
the order of the
planets and also
the fact that the earth is the 3rd planet from
the sun. They studied images of the planets on
the white board and in books and then went
outside to recreate the order of the planets in
the playground; using paper and images of the
planets. The children also built a spaceship
for Q Pootle 5, the little alien character in the
books by Nick Butterworth, and helped him
to fix it when a problem
arose. The children
“That’s amazing”
were very pleased with
their success:

‘‘

During the autumn half term break the
reception classroom got a wonderful
makeover and the children, Mrs Platt and
Mrs Kezunovic were delighted with their
new space when they returned to school.
Since then they have been incredibly busy
decorating it and making it ‘their own’.

In maths this term the children have
been looking at the value of certain coins.
To support their work in this area they went
outside to ‘pa y for parking’ in the playground
using £1 and £2 coins. Unfortunately some
of the children also learned about penalty
charges when they overstayed their time!
The children also learnt all about 3D
shapes in maths when they looked at cubes,
cuboids, cylinders, cones and spheres. One
of the children found a shape that has 12
hexagonal faces!

Adam

At Hendon Prep physical education is just as
important for our reception children as it is
for our older children, and so we encourage
all of our children to develop healthy routines
associated with sport and exercise from
the very beginning of their school journey.
Alongside their usual weekly trip to Hendon
Gym and their weekly dance class with Aaron,
the reception children now also have an extra
session of P.E.. & Games on a Friday morning;
led by our specialist sports provider, Non Stop
Action. This term the children have focussed
on improving their ball skills and agility.
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FESTIVE FUN
Lights, Camel, Action!
This year’s Pre Prep Christmas play was an absolute triumph! From line dancing cowboys,
‘evil’ judges and disco dancing shepherds to wonderful narrators, sheep, camels, inn-keepers,
kings, angels and of course Mary, Joseph and a donkey; the show was ‘strictly’ fabulous. There
was even a special guest appearance from the gorgeous Pre-School children who charmed the
audience with their rendition of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.
Well done to everyone involved. All of the hard work most definitely
paid off with both shows being completely sold out!

Turkey Lunch
Christmas lunch is always a highlight of
the festive period for the children and
staff and this year was no exception, we
were all treated to roast turkey, with all
the trimmings, Christmas pud, crackers
and carols. Lunch may have taken slightly
longer than usual but everyone was too
busy enjoying themselves to care.
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Carol Service
Hendon Prep’s festive celebrations were
brought to a close by the hugely well attended
and absolutely beautiful Carol Service at St
Mary’s Church in Hendon which was led by
Father Gwyn. The choir were truly amazing,
as were the fabulous solo performers. We
would also like to say a special thank you to
Mrs Patel, Mrs Driscoll and Head Boy Ansh
for their wonderful readings. Everyone left
the service feeling very festive indeed.

Panto
We are very fortunate at Hendon Prep to
have such a committed and involved parent
body in our HPPG, who work incredibly hard
throughout the year to support our school
community and bring pupils, parents and
staff together.
Every year the HPPG organise a wonderful
pantomime for the children (oh yes they
do!) and this year the children and teachers
were treated to the very funny Beauty &
the Beast’. The children laughed, booed and
cheered their way through the production
and goodness they were loud!

Party, Party!

‘‘‘‘

“I liked playing pin the
nose on Rudolph”
Arisa Year 2

“It was fun being
together as a year group”
Ethan Year 4

HPPG Christmas Bazaar

The festive season kicked off in style in this term with the fabulous HPPG Christmas Bazaar.
With gorgeous jewellery to buy from Stella & Dot, toys and games from the Happy Puzzle
Company, a book stall, raffle and of course plenty of cake, there was something for everyone!
Special congratulations to Livia in Year 5 who won an enormous jar of sweets by guessing the
number of sweets in the jar – or rather she was closest with a guess of 150 when there were 147
sweets in the jar – so very close indeed! A massive thank you to our wonderful HPPG
for organising this event.

Christmas at Hendon wouldn’t be Christmas
without a class party or a Christmas jumper!
Pre-School kicked of the party season by
inviting their parents to join them for their
party. Parents joined in the fun decorating
Christmas tree shapes, baubles and Hanukah
candles and then the children entertained
everyone with their beautiful renditions of
‘When Santa got stuck up the chimney’ and
Twinkle, twinkle little star’.
The entire school was filled with music and
laughter during the afternoon of the 12th
December when the rest of the school held
their class parties. The children were served
party food in their classrooms, watched
movies, danced and played party games
including musical statues, pass the parcel, pin
the nose on Rudolph and musical bumps

And finally…
New for 2018; the Hendon Prep Award
January 2018 will see the launch of our
new Hendon Prep Award. The Award
will be a series of challenges, which seek
to enrich a pupil’s time at Hendon Prep.
It is designed to provide opportunities
for character building through a broad
range of activities that will take the pupil
outside their comfort zone and will be
open to all children from Year 4 - 8. With
challenges such as presenting to a large
audience, this award will provide a unique
talking point in interviews for senior
schools and allow pupils to show the
breadth of their character.
Further information to follow…
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2018/2019 TERM DATES

		

SPRING TERM 2018

Term/Holiday

First Day

Last Day

Spring Term

Monday 8th January

Friday 9th February

Spring Half Term

Monday 12th February

Friday 16th February

Spring Term

Monday 19th February

Thursday 29th March

		

SUMMER TERM 2018

Term/Holiday

First Day

Last Day

Summer Term

Monday 23rd April

Friday 25th May

Summer Half Term

Monday 28th May

Friday 1st June

Summer Term

Monday 4th June

Friday 13th July

		

AUTUMN TERM 2018

Term/Holiday

First Day

Last Day

Autumn Term

Tuesday 4th September

Friday 19th October

Autumn Half Term

Monday 22nd October

Friday 2nd November

Autumn Term

Monday 5th November

Friday 14th December

SPRING TERM 2019
Term/Holiday

First Day

Last Day

Spring Term

Monday 7th January

Friday 15th February

Spring Half Term

Monday 18th February

Friday 22th February

Spring Term

Monday 25th February

Wednesday 3rd April

		

SUMMER TERM 2019

Term/Holiday

First Day

Last Day

Summer Term

Wednesday 24rd April

Friday 24th May

Summer Half Term

Monday 27th May

Friday 31st May

Hendon Prep School, 20 Tenterden Grove, Hendon, London NW4 1TD
Tel: 020 8203 7727 email: info@hendonprep.co.uk visit: www.hendonprep.co.uk
Keep up to date with the latest news follow us on

@Hendonprep and like us on

@hendonprep

